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Skonnord
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The Tenth Generation Skonnords

th
10  Generation

Ole Sr.

On  Ole Petter(68) sold Skonnord to his son Ole Sr. (32) for 62,500 Kr. November 15, 1921
(Using Norway Bank’s inflation convertor this amounts to 1,366,815 NOK or $166,258 US 
dollars in 2022). The sale included føderåd. (Føderåd is support for the parents for the rest of 
their lives by the son).

Entry in Deed Resistry

When Ole Sr.(32) took over Skonnord, there were 34 people living there. Most of the houses 
were rented out to tenants. Most of the tenants worked on their own account but some worked 
for other land owners in the community.

Old Mirror
From Skonnord

1800s

Painting of Skonnord
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The Tenth Generation Skonnords (Continued)

th
10  Generation

Ole Sr.

Margareth

1932
-
?

Ole Sr.

1889
-

1981

Benny

1898
-

1974

Lilly

1926
-

2020

Ole Jr. Arnhild

1928
-
?

1930
-

2017

1937
-
?

Lars

Ole and Benny had 5 children.

Ole Sr. had worked for three years at Uncle Martin’s farm in North Dakota, which was known for being at the forefront of 
innovation. Uncle Martin’s son and Ole Sr. cousin, Olaf B. Skonnord, (at Meadow Creek) was always trying out new ideas and 
even held a couple of farm related patents. Ole Sr. loved education and attended many schools while he was in the US. But 
despite all this, when Ole Sr. took over Skonnord, he was resistant to adopt new ideas and machinery. He stuck to old fashioned 
farming methods, making much use of horses and manual labour. Likely his time in France changed his perspective, as prior to 
WW1 he was very adventurous and innovative. Farm work now became his passion, along with his love for God and his family

When Ole Sr. returned from America, he also brought with him a camera. This meant that documenting daily life at Skonnord 
now was possible. The camera was modern for its day but the film was as big as the picture. It was expensive to develop 
pictures, so pictures were not taking often.

Work at the Gård

On Ole Sr.(36) married Benny Louise Seegård(27).December 19, 1925 

Ole Sr.

Benny
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The Tenth Generation Skonnords (Continued)

th
10  Generation

Ole Sr.

Føderådsmann O. P. Skonnord

On 16 December, Føderådsmann O P Skonnord, Snertingdal, turns eighty, as he was born on 16 December 1852. 
The family farm, Skonnord, which has been owned by the family for generations, he took over in 1881 after his father, 
and for a total of 40 years he was the owner of the farm, until in 1921 he sold it to his eldest son Ole. He was married 
to Beathe Skonnord, born Austdal and had in her a faithful and sacrificial wife and in every way a skilled and caring 
housewife. In their marriage, they had 12 children, of whom ten are living, 2 in the United States and 1 in Canada. The 
others live here at home as respected citizens in good positions. In 1923, Skonnord became a widower, in which his 
wife died that year - a loss Skonnord mentions with sadness, understandably enough.

When he took over the father's farm in 1881, it was, in terms of the conditions at the time, a well-kept farm, one of the 
best in the village, but true to tradition he went to work with great zeal and interest which made the farm a perfect 
example for others to follow . He broke new ground joining the many small plots of land together, stone piles that were 
unsightly and an impediment to farming, were taken away - all in all, an intense and faithful work of which the beautiful 
property today is the best testimony. He had all the houses on the farm restored. The large outbuilding consisting of 
barn, stable and barn was built in 1911 and modernly furnished.

While attending to his busy farm work, he also had time and opportunity to carry out the many public positions that his 
fellow citizens in the municipality asked of him. He has been a member of the municipal council, the tax assessment 
committee, and for a number of years an appraiser for the “Hypotekbanken”, conciliation commissioner, trustee etc.

Now that Skonnord is at this great milestone of his life, the 80th anniversary, I am sure that all his fellow citizens and 
other acquaintances from miles around send the elder man of honor their best wishes for the coming days and a 
thank you for what he has been as a citizen and human being .
Especially within his family, he was something of a big brother who was good to go to when something went wrong. 
He did not say no when help was needed.

If the years are many and the working day is long (probably a Norwegian proverb), it all seems to have eluded him. 
One does not notice his age, as he is straight and resilient as he stands there with good sight and hearing, vividly 
interested in today's questions, reading his newspaper and listening to the radio daily. For a change, he takes his 
exercise in the firewood storage, and has until recently chopped the necessary firewood for the large farm.
A beautiful human of the saga of work, you represent O. P. Skonnord, Your fellow citizens see it and thank you for it.

In 1932 Ole Petter turned 80 years old
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In  Ole Petter(84) died and was buried at Seegård.1937

Ole Petter’s Funeral
at Skonnord

In  Stennethe Bergli, a long time servant/employee at 1935
Skonnord, but now owner of a small farm near by, was the last 
to use the saeter at Skonnord.

Kårbygning Barn

Skonnord
1600 1750 1800 1850 19001650 1700 1950 2000

The Tenth Generation Skonnords (Continued)

th
10  Generation

Ole Sr.

Benny out walking with the children

Work at the Gård
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Føderådsmann O.P. Skonnord`s funeral write up in newspaper

Held at home, on with much participation of relatives, friends and neighbors. The funeral began with the Friday 15 October, 
singing of two verses of the hymn "I know a sleep in the name of Jesus" whereupon Pastor Røken gave a constructive and 
warm-hearted speech standing by the casket, accompanied by appreciative words about the deceased and his work. Wreaths 
were laid on the casket from the deceased's children and their spouses, here at home by their son Adolf Skonnord, from children 
emigrated to America by Martinius Skonnord and from widow Landåsen  and son by teacher Even Lyshaug. By the (sister Oline)
way, the coffin was completely hidden under a multitude of beautiful wreaths.
O. P. Skonnord, a typical representative of Norwegian peasant culture has passed away in the best sense. Windiness (diligent, 
energetic, frugal), order and courage were prominent features of the elderly man of honor. He was born on December 16, 1852 
and was almost 85 years old. He was the 4th  of 13 siblings and took over the ancestral farm Skonnord at a fairly young  (boy)
age, to which he soon made major improvements. The farm’s two farmhouses were restored and a new outbuilding was built in 
time. New soil was broken and unsightly piles of stones were taken away. The farm's associated farmsteads were restored, and  
when he handed over the farm to his eldest son, Ole, about 16 years ago, it must be said in truth that he delivered a well-kept 
farm. In addition to his farm work, he gave of his time in a particularly satisfactory manner to perform the public duties assigned 
to him.

Ole Sr. standing beside 
his dad’s casket

Skonnord
1600 1750 1800 1850 19001650 1700 1950 2000

The Tenth Generation Skonnords (Continued)

th
10  Generation

Ole Sr.

His wife, Beathe, born at Austdal and 
died 13 years ago, should also be 
mentioned. She was a hardworking and 
capable woman and a kind and sacrificial 
housewife.

Its men like O.P. Skonnord that built this 
country and we honor and remember him 
for it - and I will add: "Now rest you 
citizen, it is deserved."
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The Tenth Generation Skonnords (Continued)

th
10  Generation

Ole Sr.

Skuronn at Skonnord (about 1939). Everyone is out gathering hay to be 
stored for the winter. Ole Jr. is sitting, holding the reins, while Lars is well 
taken care of by the nanny.

“Skuronn” is the work of harvesting. The name comes from an old word for "cutting" and 
from the Norse word onn, which means "annual work and effort in agriculture".

The horse Stange, was a prize winning horse that belonged to Caesar Landåsen. 
Ole had bought one of Stange’s offspring, called Stangesøn, and offered it for use 
as a breeding horse at Skonnord.

Work at the Gård
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During WWII, ( ), conditions were difficult throughout Norway. 1940 - 1945
The Germans invaded Norway at the very beginning of the war and there 
was great resistance to the German occupation. Not much changed at 
Skonnord, but even in the countryside it was important not to show 
opposition to the Germans. Not too far from Skonnord, two young men 
were shot to death because the Germans believed they were part of an 
underground movement. Their bodies were taken to Austdal. 

The Germans came to Skonnord twice. Ole Sr. was threatened because  
his USA WW1 uniform was found hanging in the attic. The Germans 
confiscated all his WW1 memorabilia.

During the war, butter was in short supply, so at Skonnord it was diluted 
with cream, which made it very runny. But there were few who had any 
butter at all, so what they had was considered a luxury.

Skonnord
1600 1750 1800 1850 19001650 1700 1950 2000

The Tenth Generation Skonnords (Continued)

th
10  Generation

Ole Sr.

The War Years
Lars with his
faithful friend

Vilja 

Ole Jr
 

Margareth

Lilly

Lars

Arnhild
 

Ole

Benny

Ole’s Family
About 1940

Tobacco was almost impossible to obtain during the war. Some of the 
children would dry weeds and sell it to those who worked on the farm. 
When it was lit, it smoked like a chimney. Ole Sr. somehow managed 
to get some tobacco seeds, but when the plants matured and were 
planted outside, the tobacco leaves were stolen. This prompted Ole 
Sr. to buy a German Shepherd who became Lars’ dog and followed 
him where ever he went.

There was also a short supply of sugar. A sweetener was made by 
growing sugar turnips, which were sent out and pressed. Benny then 
took the liquid from the turnips and boiled it dry. This mass of brown 
sugar was then carved into sugar cubes.

Shot by the Germans
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The Tenth Generation Skonnords (Continued)

th
10  Generation

Ole Sr.

In the late forties, tractors came to Snertingdal, (Nøss was one of the first), 
but Ole Sr. was not interested. It was not until  at Ole Jr’s(23) 1951,
insistence, that a tractor was purchased.

Ole Sr.(61) was skeptical that a tractor could handle the steep slopes at 
Skonnord. When the sales representative demonstrated the tractor, 
(Ferguson Gray Paw) he asked Ole where the steepest slope was located.
The salesman was able to go up the hill at full speed, without any effort, 
which convinced Ole it could work. 

Ole Sr. seldom drove the tractor himself. Before the tractor, there were 
always about 4 to 5 horses at the farm. Afterwards, most were sold, as 
there was no practical need for horses any more.

To accommodate the weight of the tractor, the barn had to be reinforced, 
inside and out. With the tractor everything could be done faster and with far 
less physical labour.

Arnhild & Benny
polishing eggs

in the sun

Work at the Gård

Ole on the 
Ferguson

In  Ole sold Skonnordstuen and the property became legally separate from Skonnord. It was renamed Bjerkheim.1949

Sign at Bjerkheim
(2022) 
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Ole Hansen Skonnord
visiting at Skonnord

Ole H

OleSr.

Odd

Mimi

Ole Sr. tried many new things to increase the profitability of the farm. He sold eggs as well as day-old 
chickens, 8-week-old chickens and laying hens. 

In the 1930's, Ole Sr.’s cousin, Ole Hansen Skonnord, was president of the Norway Fur Breeders 
Association. (Ole Hansen owned a hardware store in Gjøvik, but he sold everything in the store, 
including fur). He likely introduced Ole Sr, to the idea of breeding silver foxes, which Ole Sr. did for 
many years.

Silver Fox

Skonnord
1600 1750 1800 1850 19001650 1700 1950 2000

The Tenth Generation Skonnords (Continued)

th
10  Generation

Ole Sr.

Ole Hansen 
Skonnord
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The Fox Pens

Skonnord
1600 1750 1800 1850 19001650 1700 1950 2000

The Tenth Generation Skonnords (Continued)

th
10  Generation

Ole Sr.

Machine tool house

The fox pens were located just to the southeast of the barn. 
It included a small house for workers to sleep in.

The Fox Farm

House that previously was
located at the fox farm.

2021

Cell Tower
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Skonnord
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The Tenth Generation Skonnords (Continued)

th
10  Generation

Ole Sr.

Winter sports, since the early 1900s, have been big part of Norwegian culture. Somewhere around , a ski jump was erected 1950
at Skonnord, making fine use their natural slopes. This was built were the previous fox pens were located.

Countless hours were spent making jumps and grooming the grounds. The hill record was 29 meters (95 ft.), set by the son the 
Norwegian world champion ski jumper, Olaf Hoffsbakken, named Arve Hoffsbakken. 

Lars, held the Skonnord family record with a 23 meter (75 ft.) jump. 
Tournaments were never held there, it was just for family and friends.

Winter
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Preparations for Christmas usually began a month in advance. Animals were slaughtered to provide spiced meats served only 
during the holiday season. There were special cheeses to make, dried fish to prepare (lutefisk) and endless baking of a large 
assortment of traditional breads and cakes. Mothers were exceptionally busy making clothing, for custom dictated that every 
member of the family should have at least one new thing to wear on Christmas Eve.

In the afternoon all chores were finished as early as possible. Then the entire family bathed, dressed in their best and gathered 
for the reading of the Christmas story from the Bible. This was followed by a special early evening meal. Always there would be 
lefse, eaten buttered and rolled. After the meal, the candles were lit on the tree. The youngest members of the family were 
selected to distribute gifts often lovingly and secretly crafted for one another.

The Christmas tree was placed in the middle of the living room floor. Young and old joined hands to form a circle and joyfully 
marched around the lighted tree singing Christmas carols and hymns.

On Christmas Day the whole family went to a special church service. Far in advance of reaching the church, Christmas bells 
could be heard ringing out.

Christmas Eve was the family's time together, Christmas Day belonged to the church, but from Boxing Day onwards, the 
festivities were sociable. For at least 12 days there would be an endless round of visiting from neighbour to neighbour sharing 
stories and food. 

Christmas

Skonnord

By  many of the old traditions were beginning to fade, except for 1950
the old Christmas traditions. These traditions also were followed by 
Norwegians in North America. The excerpt below is from a book by 
Gulbrand Loken (he was married Solveig Lingjerde), called From 
Fjord to Frontier. In his book, Gulbrand describes how Christmas 
was celebrated in the late 1800s and early 1900s by the Norwegian 
settlers North America. Most of these traditions were likely followed at 
Skonnord at some point in its history.
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Skonnord

There is much folklore associated with gnomes in Norway (called Nisser), 
especially around Christmas time. They are small bearded creatures who can 
be quite mischievous. In the past, many believed that they were responsible 
for the welfare and protection of the gård and its buildings. According to 
some, gnomes originally came from the soul of the gard’s first owner and 
were there to ensure the continuous care of the gård. Gnomes were said to 
have a deep love of tradition, and that they hated the idea of change.

Stories about these creatures often mention how much they appreciate 
people looking after their properties and being good to the animals that live 
on them.

Santa Claus is prevalent at Christmas time in the Western world, but in 
Norwegian folklore, it is the gnomes and elves that do the majority of the 
work.

In th past a bowl of porridge was taken to the barn for the gnome on 
Christmas Eve. If the gnome did not get his porridge, he might get upset and 
start playing pranks on the family.

In Norway, Christmas gnomes visit homes on Christmas Eve, bringing gifts to 
the children. Some families set an extra place at the table for the gnome, just 
in case the creature decides to join them for a meal.

Of course today, this is all taken in good fun and is believed in the way Santa 
Claus is believed. But farther back in the history of Skonnord, it is likely that 
the people were more likely to believe that gnomes actually existed.

The Christmas Gnome

Torger

Erik Ole

The Skonnord Gnomes?

Christmas
Porriage
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10 Cows 2 Bulls 3 Horses 10 Sheep 6 pigs

  - The livestock at Skonnord1950s

300 Hens

Skonnord
1600 1750 1800 1850 19001650 1700 1950 2000

th
10  Generation

Ole Sr.

In Ole’s(63) daughter Lilly(26) married Andreas Oraug(30).1952 
They had 4 children:
Anne Beate(1953),  Karin(1955),  Ole Andreas(1957),  Ragnhild(1963)  

Ole Sr.’s Children

Lilly Beate

The family lived on a chicken farm south of Oslo. (This is still an active chicken 
farm run by the descendants in 2022).

In , Skonnord had 34 acres of grain, 18 acres of pasture, 32 acres of meadow and 425 acres of forest. (509 total).1950

In , Skonnord had 40 acres of grain, 13 acres of pasture,  40 acres of ”other”    and 466 acres of forest. (559 total).1865
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Ole Jr.(28) took over Skonnord on  from Ole Sr.(67). 1 January, 1956

Skonnord was sold for 130,000 kr.
It was financed in the following way:

Bank loan 

  30,000 kr.

Money lent by each sibling
(Likely money given by Ole Sr. to each child)

Lilly     10,000
Arnhild 10,000
Margareth 10,000
Lars  10,000

Money lent by the
“The Bank” of Mom and Dad

  60,000

Skonnord

The Tenth Generation Skonnords (Continued)

th
10  Generation

Ole Sr.

1600 1750 1800 1850 19001650 1700 1950 2000

Skonnord
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Contract of Sale

Ole Jr
 

Margareth

Lilly

Lars

Arnhild
 

Ole

Benny

Ole’s Family
About 1940

Page 2

Page 1
The exchange of ownership of Skonnord
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Skonnord

The Tenth Generation Skonnords (Continued)

th
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Ole Sr.
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Skonnord
1600 1750 1800 1850 19001650 1700 1950 2000

Along with transfer of ownership to Ole Jr. was a Contract of Føderåd:

The undersigned Ole O. Skonnord jr. f. who by purchase contract of today here took over the 
properties gnr.121 bnr. SKONNORD and gnr.117 bnr.6 TØMMERASEN SETERVOLD of land (tax 
of (11.51) and 0.08, hereby attach these properties with lifelong assistance to parents Ole Olsen 
Skonnord born 30/8/1889 and wife Benny Lovise born 20 / 10 1898 (born at) Seegaard:

1. Unobstructed residential use of the new house. Free use of the brewery house and all that is in it, 
and necessary use of the storage house.

2. For ever how much is necessary, good, dry and chopped wood, brought into the house to a place 
designated by the occupants.

3. Daily 4 liters of fresh milk to be delivered every evening to residents, furthermore purified 
annually 1 calf 14 days old, well fed with fresh silt milk. The calf is preferably delivered in the spring. 
For slaughter at harvest time in the autumn, 1 90 kg is delivered, and 1 spring pig bull calf about 
about 85 kg. Every week at least 20 (healthy) eggs are to be delivered. The slaughter animals are to 
be delivered in slaughter condition (healthy animals). The necessary quantity of potatoes, approx. 
800 kg. are to be delivered in the autumn and brought into the basement of the house.

4. Water supply to the (new house) is maintained by the farmer. He has to make sure that the new 
house) gets enough water. Materials for what has not been completed in the (new house) are 
provided by the farmer free of charge, but all interior carpentry, painting, etc. will be paid for by (the 
occupants of the new house).

5. At the expense of the farmer, the (parents) must receive proper care in the days of old age and 
illness, also the farmer must take into account and give the (parents) transportation, such as rides to 
church and other places where they wish to get provisions of all kinds.

6. The (parents) have the right to receive their children for short or long visits, just as unmarried 
children can use the large room freely and unhindered. Light and firewood they must pay for 
themselves, otherwise the (parents) have free light and power up to 500 watts.

7. The garden shall be common to the (parents) and the farmer until it is sufficient to carry 1 of the 
new planting around the new house. It is incumbent on the farmer to provide enough and sufficient 
natural fertilizer every year for the gardens.

Page 1
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Skonnord

The Tenth Generation Skonnords (Continued)

th
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Ole Sr.
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Skonnord
1600 1750 1800 1850 19001650 1700 1950 2000

8. The (parent c metres s) will annually receive the net income from 70 cubi
of cut timber.

9. When one of the (parents) dies, 1/3 of the föderåd ends.

10.  at 25,000, - twenty-five The 5 annual value of this contract is set
thousand - kroner.

11. In order to ensure the proper performance of this contract, I pledge with 
priority and with a right of first refusal under the following bonds:

Bond to Gjöviks Sparebank NOK 30,000. -
Bonds to the buyer's siblings NOK 40.000, -

My properties:

Skonnord                                    gnd. 121 bnr. 1 av sk.m 11,51
Tömmeråsen Saetervold            gnd. 117 bnr. 6 av sk.m 0,08

Both In Snertingdal.

It is confirmed that the above signature is written
 in my own hand and that the signer is over 21 years old.

Snertingdal on 12/3 - 1956

Ole Olsen Skonnord jr.

Page 2
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Arnhild Louise

In  Arnhild(52) married Hermand Skilnand(58).1982
They had no children.

Arnhild worked for the Norwegian Broadcasting Company. 
Hermand was an engineer in the US Marines. After that he 
worked at Kongsberg Våpenfabrikk (a state owned firearms 
production company). He later worked as a teacher at Sogn 
senior secondary school. They lived in Oslo.

Ole ErikKaren

In  Ole Jr.(31) married Kjellaug Lerang(28). August 1959
They had two children, Karen Louise(1961) and Ole Erik(1962). 

Skonnord
1600 1750 1800 1850 19001650 1700 1950 2000

Skonnord
1600 1750 1800 1850 19001650 1700 1950 2000

Føderåd, has been a part of Skonnord life at least since the early 1700s. It requires the 
new owner to look after his parents, at no cost to the parents, for the rest of their lives.

Ole Jr.’s Children

th
11  Generation

Ole Jr.

Ole Jr.

The Eleventh Generation Skonnords 

Arnhild
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Ole Sr.’s Children

Skonnord

In  Margareth(31) married Karsten Agnalt(33). 1962
Karsten was an engineer at Nemko ( A product safety testing company). 
Margareth was a secretary at the same company.
 
They lived in Oslo an had two children, Torhild(1963) and Reidun(1965) 

Ester Margareth

Lars Egil

In , Lars(29) married Lisi Thorn(25).1966
Lars was a high school teacher and Lisi a primary school teacher.

They had three children: 
Trygve(1968),  Ole Christian(1970),  & Ida Marie(1972).

1600 1750 1800 1850 19001650 1700 1950 2000

th
11  Generation

Ole Jr.

The Eleventh Generation Skonnords (Continued) 
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Skonnord
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In  a new house was constructed on Skonnord. Ole Sr. and Benny moved into the new house in . The main house was 1955 1956
also modernised around this time. The new house is referred to as Nybo.

Skonnord about 1957
New House

Nybo Old House

Barn

The Eleventh Generation Skonnords (Continued)  

th
11  Generation

Ole Jr.
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In  Ole Jr.(28) took over ownership of Skonnord. 1956

At first, Ole Jr. ran the farm very much like it had always 
been, except now a tractor was used in place of horses. He 
soon began to modernize the gård. 

Kårbygning was demolished in  as it was no longer 1958
needed after Nybo was built.

Ole Jr. and Kjellaug lived in the main house. Additions were 
made throughout the years but a complete restoration was 
done in 1968.

Skonnord

The Eleventh Generation Skonnords (Continued)  

th
11  Generation

Ole Jr.

1600 1750 1800 1850 19001650 1700 1950 2000

Main Farmhouse
Storage Building

?

Skonnord Farm circa 1950

Ole Jr. bought a combine but the old Ferguson tractor from 1951 
was not strong enough to pull it so it was replaced by a larger 
tractor in .1961

Kårbygning
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Ole Jr.(35) decided to become a school teacher, so he attended Hamar Teacher Training School 
(from ).1963 1965to 

He(37) taught at the Dalheim School from . Later he taught at Snertingdal Junior 1965 1973to 
High School (ungdomsskole), finally retiring in 1994 at 65 years old.

Animals require a lot of attention and with Ole teaching, he did not have the time to look after them. 
So when he started teaching in , Ole Jr.(37) sold all the animals at Skonnord. His wife, 1965
Kjellaug, (and matbe with a little help from Ole’s Uncle Eilif, who lived in an second floor apartment 
of the main house) continued to run the farm. Kjellaug also looked after her two children and 
occasionally worked as a substitute teacher at the local school. The farm mainly produced hay for 
sale to the community.

In addition to farming and teaching, Ole Jr. also attended the Music Conservatory in Oslo. He 
trained as an organist and played the organ at both the Seegård church and the Snertingdalen 

School Picture 
of Ole Jr.

Skonnord

The Eleventh Generation Skonnords (Continued) 

th
11  Generation

Ole Jr.

1600 1750 1800 1850 19001650 1700 1950 2000

Old Seegård Church
(Burnt down in 1994)

In  Benny(75) passed away and in  Ole Sr.(91) passed away.1974 1981
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Skonnord

The Eleventh Generation Skonnords (Continued) 

th
11  Generation

Ole Jr.

1600 1750 1800 1850 19001650 1700 1950 2000

Ole Jr.’s Children

Ole ErikKaren

Ole and Kjellaug had two children.

Karen(b. 1961) became a pharmacist.

Ole Erik(b. 1962) took over Skonnord, but dramatically changed its 
appearance and function. Ole Erik also earned a degree from the Tomb 
Agricultural College.

Skonnord about 1956

1955  House
Built by Ole Jr

1700 House 1
(Modernized in 1956)

Barn
Built in 1911 

1955  House
Built by Ole Jr

Skonnord about 2000
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Skonnord

The Twelfth Generation Skonnords

th
12  Generation

Ole Erik
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On  Ole Erik(28) took over Skonnord from Ole Sr.(62). March 25, 1991
Ole Erik bought the farm for NOK 1,100,000. Føderåd, benefits for Ole Sr. and Benny,  
was valued at NOK 400,000 which was deducted from the purchase price of the farm.
Ole Erik also received an gift at that time of NOK 100,000 from his parents.

Skonnord
Car Shampoo

Soap factory built on the
foundations of the old barn

Health Envirom
ent

HAND SOAP

A mild but effective hand soap with a pleasant smell.

Preserves the skin's natural moisture

Made in NorwayLow pH

Skonnord
Hand Soap

gentle on the legs, effective and with a baggy discipline that does not add flavor

Skonnord
Dishwashing Detergent

Ole Erik’s Company Hummer

Ole Erik tore down the barn and built a soap factory on the barn’s old foundations. 
He sold shampoo and hair conditioner to a hairdressing chain and produced car 
soap and hand cleaner.
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The first building at Berg to 
be used as an organ factory in1929.

After WW2 a much bigger factory was built

The house was originally built to provide
housing for the young boys who worked at Berg

Ole Erik did not do much farming but he continued with forestry. While not 
continuous, a large amount of tree cutting and tree replanting occurred during 
Ole Erik’s ownership. (Ole Erik hired his cousin Ole Christian Skonnord for the 
summers of , to1991-1993  plant over 30,000 tree seedlings).

In addition to running the soap factory, Ole Erik worked for several years 
doing edge trimming and snow removal.

Ole Erik also participated in organ building at Orgelfabrikken in Snertingdal.
(From to , there was an organ manufacturing company at Berg, a 1929 1996
farm close to Skonnord. After it closed, some enthusiasts set up an Organ 
Workshop. 

Ole Erik worked at Norsk Orgelverksted AS and helped to build and assemble 
the pipe organ at the Gjøvik Church in  He also helped with the building 2005.
and installations of the organs at Johanneskirken in Malmö, Sweden and 
Nordre Frogn church in Norway.

Skonnord
th

12  Generation
Ole Erik

1600 1750 1800 1850 19001650 1700 1950 2000

Pipe Organ at Gjøvik Church

The Twelfth Generation Skonnords (Continued) 
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Gas Station

Skonnord

Old Barn
Soap Factory

Used Cars

Main House
(Ole Erik)

1955 House
(Ole Jr.)

Gas Station
YX Snetingdal

In  Ole Erik(46) rented and ran the gas station in Snertingdal, before he(48) bought it in . This also included a 2009 2011
convenience store and a car repair shop. In addition, Ole Erik sold used cars, based out of the car repair shop. The soap 
factory (old barn) and surrounding fields were used to store some of these cars. Most of the time he had around 60 cars for 
sale (circa 2022).

Skonnord
th

12  Generation
Ole Erik

1600 1750 1800 1850 19001650 1700 1950 2000

On , Ole Erik(47) and Kari Herft(41) had a stillborn baby boy.August 16, 2010
He is referred to as Lille Ole (Little Ole) and is buried at the Seegård Church.

2021

Skonnord
Lake

The Twelfth Generation Skonnords (Continued) 
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Th ehouse) was demolished in . e old Stabbursbygning (stor 1999
Today, (2022), Skonnord looks and functions quite different from the past. 
The gård has a beautiful picturesque design.

Skonnord
th

12  Generation
Ole Erik

1600 1750 1800 1850 19001650 1700 1950 2000

Stabbursgygning
(Storehouse)

Skonnord 2010

On  Ole Erik(49) married Kari Herft(43).June 16, 2012

The Twelfth Generation Skonnords (Continued) 
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Skonnord

In Ole Erik’s(59) mother, died.December 2021 Kjellaug(90) 

As Ole Erik has no male heirs, so it is hard to know what will 
become of Skonnord in the future. This is not uncommon in the 
Snertingdal area as many old family farms have been sold.

Gårds similar to Skonnord sold for about $1,000,000 US in 2022.

th
12  Generation

Ole Erik

Having discussed the descendants of Skonnord from  to ,  1661 2022
Part 4 of this series will concentrate on different aspects of 
Norwegian and family life throughout the past 350 years.

The Twelfth Generation Skonnords (Continued) 

 Kjellaug

 Kjellaug’s burial

Ole Jr.
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Skonnord

Skonnord 2022
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Skonnord

Cows at the old Skonnord Saeter

Skonnord 2022

Cabin by Lake Skonnord
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View from the Main House

Skonnord

Skonnord 2022
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End of Part 3 see:

The History of Skonnord
400+ Years of Family Life at Skonnord

Part 4 of 4

Skonnord

Compiled by Brad Rogness
bradrogness@shaw.ca

Ole Sr. Benny

The children of Ole Sr. and Benny
Circa 2010

Lars
Ole Jr.

ArnhildMargareth Lilly
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